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Abstract: Conservation voltage reduction (CVR) is a potentially effective and efficient technique for
inertia synthesis and frequency support in modern grids comprising power electronics (PE)-based
components, aiming to improve dynamic stability. However, due to the complexities of PE-based
grids, implementing the CVR methods cannot be performed using traditional techniques as in
conventional power systems. Further, quantifying the CVR impacts in modern grids, while focusing
on dynamic time scales, is critical, consequently making the traditional methods deficient. This is an
important issue as CVR utilization/quantification depends on grid conditions and CVR applications.
Considering these concerns, this work offers a thorough analysis of CVR applications, implementation,
and quantification strategies, including data-driven AI-based methods in PE-based modern grids. To
assess the CVR applications from a new perspective, aiming to choose the proper implementation and
quantification techniques, they are divided into categories depending on various time scales. CVR
implementation methods are categorized into techniques applied to PE-based grids and islanded
microgrids (MGs) where different control systems are adopted. Additionally, to address the evaluation
issues in modern grids, CVR quantification techniques, including machine learning- and deep
learning-based techniques and online perturbation-based methods are evaluated and divided based
on the CVR application. Concerns with the further utilizing and measuring of CVR impacts in modern
power systems are discussed in the future trends section, where new research areas are suggested.

Keywords: AI; conservation voltage reduction (CVR); dynamics frequency support; power electronics
(PE)-based grids; microgrid (MG); inverter-interfaced distributed generation units (IIDGs)

1. Introduction

The stability of power systems should be preserved from various time scales, such
as steady-state operation, dynamics, and faults transients, in each of which stability re-
quirement should be achieved [1]. In this light, maintaining the balance between power
production and consumption is the key factor. For example, from dynamics point view,
instant balance should be held at the time scale of less than to a few seconds in power
electronics (PE)-based modern grids. However, stabilizing PE-interfaced modern grids
comprising inverter-interfaced distributed generation units (IIDGs) is challenging due to
the multiple time scales of the control system of inverters. In addition, the high penetration
of intermittent renewable energy sources (RESs) imposes more uncertainties to the grid
which makes the stabilization scheme more complicated and more expensive [2].

Precisely, the system’s capability to provide the demanded active/reactive power in
time has a significant impact on system stability, resulting in the smooth operation of the
grid. To maintain the power production-consumption balance various types of control
systems have been proposed in the literature and are used in PE-based power systems.
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For instance, deploying battery energy storage systems (BESSs) is a common method
of resolving stability problems in modern grids. However, various shortcomings and
drawbacks such as high investment and maintenance costs of BESSs can impose additional
challenges to the power system operator [3].

The conservation voltage reduction (CVR) technique, which conventionally is used
for peak shaving and demand reduction [4], can be an alternative/complementary solution
for improving the dynamics stability. CVR is implemented by reducing the grid voltage
which results in a reduction in power consumption based on the load-voltage sensitivity
(LVS) [5]. Meanwhile, by controlling the voltage at the lower end of the voltage tolerance
limit in dynamics, and consequently controlling the demanded active and reactive power,
CVR can bring an instant balance in power production consumption at the dynamics time
scale, resulting in improved grid stability. This is a remarkable achievement thanks to the
fast response IIDGs provided that an appropriate control scheme for CVR is designed. Yet,
CVR can also be a solution to economic and marketing problems by decreasing power
consumption as a part of demand-side management programs in modern power systems.

Recently, CVR application in PE-based modern grids such as microgrids (MGs) com-
prising IIDGs has gained significant attention [6]. MGs are popular due to their high
efficiency [7] and reliability in integrating IIDGs including RESs, BESSs, and smart loads
(SLs) [8–10]. Further, the PE-based equipment is the key component, providing the nec-
essary interface between the distributed energy resources (DERs), BESSs, and SLs to the
grid [11]. However, the high penetration of PE interfaces and lack of physical inertia
result in low inertia grids that consequently lead to critical frequency excursion and sharp
dynamic instabilities [12]. CVR can be used as a frequency support approach in MGs with
high IIDG penetration, providing the necessary inertia and subsequently addressing tran-
sient and dynamic instabilities. Hence, CVR increases the grid’s strength which prevents
critical frequency deviations that consequently improve the flexibility and controllability
of the micro sources (MSs) [13,14]. In general, CVR applications in modern grids that are
carried out over various time scales to complete various tasks can be categorized as follows:

1. inertia synthesis and frequency support (seconds to a minute);
2. demand response and peak-shaving (minutes to hours);
3. energy-saving (hours to months/year).

Along with the CVR applications in PE-based grids, the CVR implementation tech-
nique is important and needs to be comprehensively studied. CVR implementation in mod-
ern grids is different from traditional techniques applied in conventional power systems.
In addition, due to the different control structures of the grid-connected and autonomous
MGs proper CVR implantation methods should be selected based on the CVR application.
Other important factors such as the grid configuration (i.e., X/R ratio, grid topology) and
load models highly affect CVR functionality, making the proper implementation tech-
nique a critical issue. Thereby, modern techniques are needed for advanced equipment
such as smart inverters and SLs to effectively implement the CVR in PE-based grids with
any configurations.

Furthermore, quantifying the CVR effects to maximize its impacts is another important
issue that needs to be assessed. However, not all the CVR impacts on complicated PE-based
power systems can be evaluated using traditional strategies. Therefore, to address the
quantification issues during different time scales, novel quantification techniques such as
online and also data-driven AI-based methods (i.e., machine learning and deep learning
techniques) can be used. In light of this, quantification techniques should be categorized
based on the CVR application to comprehensively assess CVR effects on modern grids.

Regarding the beneficial and potential impacts of the CVR in PE-based grids, there
is still a lack of research on evaluating, reviewing, and comprehensively categorizing the
CVR’s applications. This paper attempts to fill this great research gap by conducting a
comprehensive review of CVR applications, utilization, and quantification in PE-based
grids, particularly the control system of the inverters. In this light, CVR applications,
implementation, and evaluation techniques are analyzed and categorized based on the
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grid configuration and CVR’s employment purpose. Suggestions for addressing the CVR
challenges and complexities are also presented and new research areas in future trends
are highlighted.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

1. Review and classify the CVR applications in PE-based power systems: Conducting
a very compact survey on CVR performance and categorizing the applications in
modern grids, based on different time scales, from long-term applications including
energy-conserving and peak demand reduction to short-term applications consisting
of inertia synthesis and dynamics frequency support.

2. A comprehensive review of CVR implementation in PE-based grids: CVR implementa-
tion methods are categorized into techniques applied on grid-connected and islanded
PE-based MGs where different control structures are adopted aiming to choose the
proper utilization technique based on the CVR application.

3. Review of CVR quantification and evaluation methods: the quantification meth-
ods are categorized into quantifying the CVR’s long-term and short-term applica-
tions, including perturbation-based and also machine learning and deep learning
strategies to choose the effective quantification method and equipment based on the
CVR application.

4. Future trend: comprehensively analyzing the CVR utilization and quantification
challenges to fill the existing gaps and to provide suggestions for further analysis
and research.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the CVR
fundamentals and applications in modern grids. CVR implementation methods and their
achievements in PE-based grids are covered in Section 3. Section 4 presents the techniques
of quantifying CVR impacts and Section 5 gives suggestions addressing the problems and
challenges of CVR utilization and quantification in modern grids, intending to fill the
existing research gaps for future trends. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and gives
the final results.

2. CVR Applications
2.1. CVR Performance and Principles

CVR is a low-cost, convenient, and straightforward technology used in power sys-
tems employing the basic rules of LVS. Due to the voltage dependency of the demanded
active/reactive power, CVR can be adopted to regulate power consumption through LVS
and by adjusting the voltage level (voltage Mag. and/or phase). The power flow of a
source-load model using ZIP (constant impedance (Z), constant current (I), and constant
power (P)) as a common load model illustrates how the LVS basics can be articulated. Note
that the ZIP load modeling technique takes into account the time-variant and thermal
responses of the load model to the voltage alternation, making it a more accurate load
modeling technique for CVR.

The power flow equations, including the injected active and reactive powers delivered
from the source to the load terminal as the function of the voltage, can be expressed
as follows.

PL = P0

(
α1,P

(
v
v0

)2
+ α2,P

(
v
v0

))
+ α3,P (1)

QL = Q0

(
α1,q

(
v
v0

)2
+ α2,q

(
v
v0

))
+ α3,q) (2)

where P and Q are the active and reactive power demands, respectively. In addition, P0 and
Q0 are the rated active and reactive power at the nominal voltage of V0, respectively. α1,P
(α1,q), α2,P (α2,q) and α3,P (α3,q) are the constant impedance, constant current, and constant
power coefficients of the active and reactive power demand, respectively. Accordingly, the
relationship between instantaneous active power versus operating voltage for a sample ZIP
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load model can be driven as in Figure 1. Note that the same methodology can be driven for
reactive power as well.
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Figure 1. Power dependency on supply voltage for a 1 kW load using ZIP model [15].

Based on LVS, the voltage sensitivity level varies according to different types of modern
power networks as a result of several factors, including the grid’s configuration, load
modeling, and the inductance to resistance (X/R) ratio. As illustrated in Figure 1, different
load types exhibit diverse responses to CVR since LVS varies in terms of voltage dependency.
CVR applications and impacts heavily rely on the different types of loads connected to the
power network, and as a result, load modeling is crucial for CVR development. In light
of this, a variety of load-modeling strategies are suggested in the literature, introducing
various methodologies [16]. Further in-depth analysis of the ZIP and other load modeling
techniques, such as the open/closed-loop approach considering the high penetration of
RESs, can be found in [15,17,18].

Along with the LVS concept, CVR performance is based on the voltage standards
and limitations, defined by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C84.1 [19].
These specifications outline the voltage limits of 60 Hz electric power suppliers, which
operate between 100 V and 230 KV. The ANSI standards are primarily for steady-state
time scales; however, the voltage level can go over these limits for transient and dynamic
time scales. In this light, the information technology industry council curves cover voltage
regions for transients and dynamics [19,20]. As a result, voltage mitigation for CVR through
all applications takes place within the permitted range to prevent damage to appliances,
utilities, and consumer products.

2.2. CVR Applications in Modern PE-Based Grids

In PE-based grids, CVR is adopted to address both stability and economic issues with
a variety of applications over a range of time scales. Categorizing the CVR applications
through their time scales provides a new perspective of distinguishing the CVR impact
on PE-based grids that leads to using the appropriate CVR implementation techniques, as
well as selecting the proper method to quantify and maximize its impacts. An overview of
the CVR applications in modern power systems spanning various timescales is shown in
Figure 2.

2.2.1. Demand Response, Peak-Shaving, and Energy-Saving via CVR

Reducing desired active/reactive power consumption to save energy is a straightfor-
ward CVR use in electric grids. Although the grid configuration and load model have a
huge impact on the energy-conserving level, on average, each 1 percent voltage decrease
by the CVR is equal to 0.8 percent in the demand power reduction [21]. The experimental
results of a study employing several household load models undertaken to demonstrate
the load model’s influence on the CVR’s energy-saving application are expressed in Table 1.
As the constant power demand types retain the primary load power while utilizing the
CVR and lowering the voltage level, it adversely influences these types of demand, such
as the PC desktop, TV, PC monitor, and lighting. As a result, by decreasing the voltage,
the current rises, increasing power consumption. From a different perspective, the energy
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consumption level in closed-loop load models, such as the induction stove, increases by
lowering the voltage level, and therefore, by using the CVR, the current increases, leading
to an increase in the energy consumption level.
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Table 1. Experimental results of the CVR effect on different demand types [22].

Appliances Power (W) at 230 V Power (W) at 200 V Reduced Power (%)

Electric Cooker 609.45 467.13 23.4

Microwave Oven 666.10 526.60 20.9

PC Desktop 55.00 55.00 0.0

Kettle 1840.00 1440.00 21.7

Iron 951.09 730.58 23.2

TV 121.83 121.83 0.0

Induction Stove 1012.00 1040.00 −2.8

PC Monitor 17.00 17.00 0.0

Water Heater 1061.36 922.92 13.0

AC 800.00 635.16 20.6

Washing Machine 400.00 347.82 13.0

Fridge 109.00 94.78 13.0

Lighting 240.00 240.00 0.0

Table fan 30.60 22.85 25.3

Water pump 371.99 323.47 13.0

Mixer Grinder 296.23 238.00 19.7

In comparison with energy-saving, the CVR application on demand response and peak-
shaving happen during a shorter timescale, whereas the employment methodologies are
almost the same. To implement the CVR as an energy-saving and peak demand reduction
approach in modern grids, DG sitting and sizing processes by considering limits on the
voltage span region can be used to effectively reduce the energy consumption level [23–30].
The integration of DG and BESS placement with CVR indicates significant power reduction
and increased energy savings, enhancing the system’s functionality and efficiency in the
event of a load increase [31]. Further, CVR can have a significant impact on the economics of
the power systems along with its applications in energy conservation, making it a practical
option from an economic standpoint. In light of this, a Navigant research analysis indicates
that the impact of CVR on North America will rise from USD 8.4 million in 2013 to more
than USD 226 million by 2024 [32].
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Despite the CVR’s beneficial impacts via long-term applications, the possible issue is
the power quality. Specifically, lowering the voltage for a protracted period will cause the
consumer’s appliances to face flicker issues, which also impacts the grid’s RMS voltage [33].
A further concern is the under-voltage issue, which results in the instability of power quality.
However, studies indicate that the risk of under-voltage by CVR schemes is minimal and
that it rarely can result in serious issues [34].

2.2.2. Inertia Synthesis and Dynamics Frequency Support via CVR

IIDGs owe their connectivity to the emerging advancements in power-electronics tech-
nologies, which raise control and stability challenges. MG concepts have been created in the
context of smart grids to address control and management issues associated with the high
penetration of RESs. However, due to the absence of rotatory mass in PE-based networks,
the lack of inertia is a major problem that causes crucial transient and dynamic instabilities
as well as excessive frequency fluctuations [35]. Inertia is essential for stabilizing the power
system and also smoothing the transient and dynamic response of the power grids. Thus,
insufficient inertia in PE-based grids directly impacts the frequency nadir (fmin) and the
rate of change of frequency (RoCoF), which is defined as follows:

RoCoF =
d f
dt

≈ 1
Inertia

∝
1
H

(3)

where H is the inertia constant. It is important to note that pole slipping events that result in
critical dynamic instabilities can be caused by RoCoF ranges between 1.5 Hz and 2 Hz [36].
In order to address the aforementioned issues, inertia synthesis and frequency support
via CVR is a practical solution aimed at enhancing transient and dynamic stability in
PE-based grids (see Figure 3). As the yellow dashed line illustrates by regulating the
demand side voltage level and subsequently the demanded active/reactive power, CVR
can boost the inertia level by maintaining an instant balance in power generation and
consumption. Note that although CVR can be used to improve the steady-state frequency
response this is not a common approach in the literature. Due to the fast response of
inverters, SLs have recently attracted considerable attention in managing the inertia level
of inverter-interfaced systems via CVR (detailed application of SLs on frequency support
by CVR is described in Section 3). As a result, the SL functionality through CVR allows
for a reduction in RoCoF and an increase in the inertia constant (H). Accordingly, CVR can
provide adequate transient and dynamic stability with the primary goal of minimizing the
maximum frequency fluctuations (∆fmax) by raising the inertia level and lowering RoCoF.
An 18% drop in the maximum frequency deviation and a 40% decrease in RoCoF were
found in the experimental research of inertia synthesis and primary frequency support by
CVR, demonstrating the capabilities of CVR without relying on BESSs [37].
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3. CVR Implementation Techniques in Modern Grids

In conventional power systems with synchronous generators, CVR utilization strate-
gies aiming to conserve energy are split into two broad categories namely, open-loop and
closed-loop techniques. Electromechanical voltage regulating devices, such as on-load tap
changers (OLTCs), line drop compensators, and capacitor banks, are used to utilize CVR
through open-loop procedures without measuring the voltage as a feedback signal [38–41].
The closed-loop techniques take voltage feedback into account using advanced metering
infrastructure, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, and distributed
management systems with advanced functionalities. Thereby, in closed-loop procedures,
CVR is employed using Volt/VAR control (VVC) systems and Volt/VAR optimization
(VVO) strategies by integrating voltage and reactive power control through AMI and
SCADA [42–45]. CVR utilization through VVO-based techniques can be performed by
OLTCs, fixed or switched capacitors, and line voltage regulators [46]. Generally, the ex-
periment results of using the SCADA, AMI, and closed-loop CVR strategies show the
accomplishments of deeper voltage reduction, more energy-saving, and also improved
reliability due to the engagement of the voltage feedback in comparison to the open-loop
techniques [47,48].

On the other side, implementing the CVR in modern grids with high penetration
of IIDGs is not as efficient as the aforementioned techniques in conventional power net-
works [49]. Notably, when the goal of using CVR in PE-based grids is to address transient
and dynamic instability. The challenges and limitations of the traditional techniques on
modern PE-based grids can be listed as follows:

1. Intermittent RESs, such as photovoltaics (PVs) and wind turbines (WTs), introduce
rapid and large fluctuations in supply, and therefore, fast-response equipment such
as PE converters is needed for integrating the RESs into the grid. However, the coor-
dination of the fast PE converters and electromechanical voltage regulating devices
such as OLTCs, capacitor banks, and voltage regulators with delayed reaction makes
traditional techniques such as the VVO-based CVR inefficient and complex [50].

2. Additionally, the variable nature of RESs causes traditional VVC equipment (especially
capacitor banks) to perform more switching operations, which shortens their lifespan
and introduces new difficulties [51].

3. When the CVR application in modern PE-based grids is transient and dynamic time
scales, using traditional techniques that focus on long-term applications such as
energy-conserving is not efficient. Therefore, modern techniques using advanced
equipment are needed.

In this light, CVR implementation on modern grids is realized through PE-based
structures that can be divided as follows, see Figure 4.
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3.1. CVR Implementation in PE-Based Grids (Grid-Connected MGs)

Smart inverters and SLs are used to execute CVR in modern grids and grid-connected
inverter-dominated MGs. These techniques, which are novel VVO-based solutions, are
intended to implement CVR in massive PE-based power systems that also take into account
the influence of RESs and IIDGs [52].

3.1.1. CVR through Smart Inverters

The smart inverter is a breakthrough technology for integrating DERs, specifically
PVs and WTs, as well as BESSs, into modern grids with operational abilities beyond
the inverters’ core functions [53,54]. A general overview of the smart inverters applica-
tions in modern grids covered by the IEC/TR 61850-90-7 document is listed in Table 2.
Volt–var and volt-wattwatt management are the main applications of smart inverters for
CVR implementation.

Table 2. Smart inverter applications covered by IEC61850-90-7 [55].

Modes Functions

Immediate control

INV1: grid connect/disconnect

INV2: adjust max. generation level up/down

INV3: adjust the power factor

INV4: request active power

Volt–var management

VV1: available var support, no P impact

VV2: max. var support based on Wmax

VV3: passive mode (no var support)

Frequency-related
FW21: high freq. reduces P

FW22: limiting generation with f

Dynamic reactive current support TV31: support during abnormally high or low voltage

Low-high voltage ride-through must disconnect (MD)
must remain connected (MRC)

Watt-trigged
WP41: watt power factor

WP42: alternative watt power factor

Volt-watt management
VW51: volt–watt management (generation)

VW51: volt–watt management (charging)

Non-power parameters
TMP: temperature

PS: pricing signal

Precisely, with the previous consent of the grid operator, IIDGs were permitted to
control voltage under the IEEE Standard 1547 by injecting or absorbing reactive power [56].
Thus, IIDGs can be used as controllable active and/or reactive power sources, and smart
inverters can realize their voltage regulation capability. Specifically, the utilities typically
restrict the penetration of large-scale PVs and WTs due to their negative effects, such as
voltage rise in the distribution network. As a result, smart inverters’ primary application is
to solve this problem by regulating the IIDG’s active/reactive power injection or absorption.
Depending on the grid configuration, smart inverters may be used to modify the required
active/reactive powers of residential-scale loads [57]. Precisely, the smart inverter follows
the volt–var curve defined by the utility in the inductive network with a high X/R ratio,
see Figure 5.
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Hence, based on IIDG’s reactive power injection capacity, the VAr injection occurs in
case of voltage drops (less than 0.97 pu) and VAr absorption occurs during the voltage rise
(over 1.03 pu). On the other side, the smart inverter follows the defined volt-watt curve
in the resistive network with a low X/R ratio and the IIDG’s rated active power mitigates
during the voltage rise (over 1.03 pu). Note that costume volt–var and volt-watt curves are
defined by the utilities for multiple purposes such as the CVR. The autonomous control
mode of smart inverters tracks the volt–var and volt-watt curves for voltage regulation [58].
Additionally, smart inverters can regulate IIDG’s output power through the aggregated
control mode, in which the smart inverter is controlled by a signal that is sent from a higher
level of a control system or an algorithm [59]. Due to the effectiveness of smart inverters,
CVR is utilized in both autonomous and aggregated modes by smart inverters in modern
power systems [60–62].

Smart inverters can also be controlled by designing control rules through data-driven
and machine-learning-based methods. Due to higher accuracy and precision when deal-
ing with uncertain grids, machine learning and deep learning techniques have recently
attracted a lot of interest [63–67]. Smart inverter-based CVR utilization requires high
bandwidth communication links (HBWCL). These communication links are responsible
for transmitting data such as referenced active/reactive power and voltage values as well
as security signals between utility operators, smart inverters, and measuring equipment.
Employing data-driven methods can significantly reduce the use of communication links.
In light of this, in [68], a support vector machine is used to perform a multi-task learning
algorithm aiming to control the smart inverter. More specifically multiple inverter rules are
modeled as a non-linear function of local and/or remoter controllers. Hence, by consid-
ering the electric coupling among inverters, multiple training scenarios are employed to
minimize the voltage deviation. Numerical tests of the proposed method using real-world
data prove the efficiency of the machine learning methods in voltage control and regulation
by smart inverters.

Sample CVR-based volt–var control strategy using a grid-forming structure is illus-
trated in Figure 6. In this structure, grid-forming IIDGs are utilized as voltage source
inverters (VSCs), which measure the injected active and reactive power, aiming to regulate
the output voltage and frequency according to the measured values. Meanwhile, the smart
inverter performs as a current source while adjusting the voltage to perform the CVR
through reactive power compensation. Mathematically, the voltage difference as the error
signal is computed as follows:

∆V = VPCC − Vref (4)

where VPCC and Vref is the point of common coupling voltage and the reference voltage
magnitude, respectively. Thereby, by considering the volt–var and volt–watt curves, the
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referenced active and reactive power—as the input signals of the inner voltage and current
controllers—can be driven as follows:

P∗ = ∆P + Pc (5)

Q∗ = ∆Q + Qref (6)

where ∆P and ∆Q are the computed active and reactive power alternation by volt–var/watt
curve, respectively. In addition, Pc is the measured curtailed power by considering the
smart inverter’s operational limits shown in Figure 5b. In addition, Qref is the reference
reactive power which can be set to zero by the operator. It should be noted that ∆P is
limited between zero and ∆Pmax and ∆Q is ranged between ±∆Qmax. To implement the
CVR through the mentioned control strategy ∆Q can be obtained as −∆Qmax to maximize
the CVR impact and adjust the demanded powers in different time scales based on what
the CVR application is. Further information on the grid-forming structure and also the
inner local controllers of the IIDG can be found in [69].
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To realize the CVR, transactive methods can also be used by smart inverters, with the
primary goal of enhancing the grid’s economic and marketing aspects [70,71]. Specifically,
CVR can handle both control and marketing challenges in modern grids by integrating
economics and control in power networks and modifying voltage via sourcing/sinking
reactive power. Further, CVR by smart inverters can occur through optimization prob-
lems and by defining multiple voltage ranges as the IIDG’s voltage regulating capability.
The capability of the proposed approach to manage grid voltage and provide sufficient
Energy-Savings is demonstrated by experimental results of deploying CVR on a real power
distribution feeder in the Midwest of the United States using smart inverters [72]. Addi-
tionally, the integration of BESSs and smart inverters shows how effective CVR strategies
can be in resolving economic issues in addition to energy conservation [73]. In general,
utilizing the CVR through smart inverters has the added benefit of conserving energy as
well as increasing inertia and primary frequency response. Nevertheless, the stability of
the grid-connected inverters must be taken into account when connecting to weak grids
with high impedance [74,75].

3.1.2. CVR through Smart Loads

SLs are PE-based equipment can be used to implement CVR by using voltage reg-
ulation capabilities to provide inertia synthesis and frequency support [76,77]. Modern
PE-based grids use the voltage management capabilities of SLs to modify the required
power consumption of large-scale loads to improve the grid’s transient and dynamic
responses through CVR.
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Electrical loads can be divided into critical (sensitive) and non-critical (NC) types, with
the critical loads being unable to withstand a wide range of voltage alternations due to their
requirement for uninterrupted, high-quality electricity. In contrast, power consumption in
MGs supplying NC loads can be controlled by altering voltage with little to no effect on
the consumer. SL is a voltage-dependent NC load connected to a voltage compensator (PE
converter with a DC link) that can be employed to inject voltage with controlled magnitude
and/or phase angle [78]. Specifically, the combination of voltage-dependent loads coupled
with modern equipment, such as PE interfaced converters or electrical springs (ES), forms
an SL compact that gives the capability of controlling load power consumption through
CVR [79]. Note that an ES passes the RES’s fluctuations to NC loads by allowing their
power consumption to vary [80].

Different configurations of SLs are possible, each with a unique ability to manage the
required active/reactive power. The first approach to control the power consumption in
an SL is to employ a series compensator (PE converter) between the load and the supply
feeder, as shown in Figure 7a. This architecture performs as an SL with the ability to
compensate only reactive power (commonly known as SLQ structure), which allows the
terminal voltage and hence the SL’s output reactive power to be controlled by adjusting
converter output voltage as follows:

VSL = VNC + VC (7)

PSL = PNC (8)

QSL = QNC ± QC (9)

where VSL (VNC), PSL (PNC), and QSL (QNC) are the SL’s (NC’s) output voltage and active
and reactive powers, respectively. In addition, VC, and QC are the compensator’s output
voltage and reactive power, respectively. It should be pointed out that the DC compensator
of an SLQ structure is a capacitor that limits the voltage phase angle (θES) to be adjusted
(fixed at ±90◦). As a result, the SL’s capability is constrained by this configuration, and
it is unable to simultaneously regulate active and reactive powers. The SL can support
and control the active power by including energy storage on the compensator’s DC link.
This configuration is known as the SL with ES (commonly known as SLES) structure,
which gives the θES to vary freely. However, there are concerns about the realization of
SLES in power grids. For example, sophisticated control systems are required to manage
the state of charge (SoC) of energy storage. Furthermore, due to the high penetration of
RESs, the storage system is continually charging and discharging to deal with fluctuations
that shorten the lifetime of the storage. Therefore, using a shunt back-to-back converter
between the NC load and the supply feeder is an alternate method to adjust the SL’s output
active and reactive powers simultaneously and independently of the grid’s X/R ratio.
The construction of the SL with a B2B converter, often known as the SLBC, is depicted in
Figure 7b.

This arrangement allows for the separate management of active and reactive powers
since SLs can modify the voltage magnitude and phase angle. Thereby, the voltage alterna-
tion and reactive power consumption are similar to (7) and (9), respectively, and the active
power consumption is as follows:

PSL = PNC ± PC (10)

where Pc is the converter’s output active power. Precisely, in this structure, the first
converter (converter 1) is responsible for adjusting the voltage magnitude and phase angle
in a controlled manner. In the meantime, the second converter (converter 2) is responsible
for maintaining the DC link’s voltage and supporting the active power exchanged by the
first converter.
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In PE-based grids, SLs are employed in a variety of topologies to regulate the fre-
quency variations for the CVR application on frequency support and inertia synthesis.
The inertia level is increased and the RoCoF is constrained, in particular, when the power
balance is improved through voltage regulation of the SL’s output active/reactive power.
As a result, the CVR and the SLs’ ability to control demand can accomplish the proper
transient and dynamic stabilities. Figure 8 shows a sample SLBC voltage control system for
CVR applications.
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In this structure, voltage error (∆V) is calculated by measuring the difference between
the supply voltage (VC) and the reference voltage (Vref), and in the following level, ∆V
is supplied to a proportional–integral (PI) controller. The output of the PI controller is
weighted in accordance with the grid’s X/R ratio to modify the amount of alternate active
(∆PSL) and reactive (∆QSL) power consumption of SL that is required to determine the
magnitude of the reference voltage (VES_ref) and phase angle (θES_ref) of converter 2 in
Figure 7b. In addition, allowable apparent power (SES-min and SES-max) and the change in
NC load voltage (VNC-min and VNC-max) of the compensator are limited regarding the SL
model. Additionally, the reference voltage (Vref) value is adjusted using the droop gains
(DVP and DVQ) by taking into account the permissible limitations of ±0.05 p.u. to eliminate
any potential interaction between the various SLs that might be connected in the grid [81].

3.2. CVR Implementation in Islanded PE-Based MGs

CVR implementation in small-scale islanded MGs is realized through droop con-
trollers [82]. To regulate voltage and frequency and manage the active/reactive power-
sharing process among IIDGs, various types of droop schemes, including the conventional,
modified, and adaptive types, are used in PE-based MGs [83]. Advanced voltage [84–86]
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and power control [87–89] methods are utilized in islanded PE-based MGs to develop
droop-based CVR to enhance dynamic stability using frequency support techniques.

3.2.1. CVR Utilization through Conventional Droop Controllers

The P − f and Q − V (P-V and Q-f) droop loops in conventional droop controllers are
in charge of controlling the voltage and frequency in an inductive (resistive) network with
a high (low) X/R ratio while realizing power-sharing among IIDGs [90]. In an inductive
grid (X � R and θ = 90◦), simplified power flow equations are as follows [91]:

PL =
1

xL
v0vb sin(δ) (11)

QL =
1

xL
(v0vb cos(δ)− v2

b) (12)

where v0 and vb are the source and load bus voltage, respectively. In addition, δ and cos(θ)
are the power angle and power factor, respectively. Based on (10) and (11) and by obtaining
the active and reactive power dependencies on frequency and voltage, the mathematical
relationships of conventional droop loops, which are based on droop curves, shown in
Figure 9, can be expressed as follows:

ω = ωn − KpP (13)

V = Vn − KqQ (14)

whereω (ωn) and V (Vn) are the operational (nominal) frequency and voltage, respectively.
In addition, Kp and Kq are the P − f and Q − V droop coefficients, respectively. Note that a
similar approach can be expressed for the resistive network as well.
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In the described construction, CVR is employed in an inductive islanded MG consisting
of IIDGs using the traditional droop-based approach [92]. As illustrated in Figure 10, the
proposed technique activates CVR under peak and overload situations (Pmin < P < Pol and
Qmin < Q < Qol) by adjusting the voltage level through the Q-V droop loop. The droop
controller senses the peak demand and overload conditions by measuring the instantaneous
voltage and frequency and basing its observations on the defined regions on droop curves.

Based on the overload conditions, mismatch active, reactive, and apparent powers are
defined as follows:

∆P = pol − pmax (15)

∆Q = Qol − Qmax (16)

∆S =

√
∆P2 + ∆Q2 (17)
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Accordingly, the system activates CVR (CVR plus load shedding in high overload
scenarios) as soon as the frequency and voltage thresholds are reached. It should be noted
that load shedding supports the CVR during high overload situations and stabilizes MG
operation. The voltage reduction amount is expressed as follows using Equations (15)–(17)
as a basis.

∆V = 0.5 ∗ ∆S
Vod

(18)

where Vod is the direct-axis output voltage of the voltage source inverter (VSI) of IIDGs.
Hence, the measured ∆V, is added to the Q-V droop loop as follows:

∆Q =
Vmin − Vol − ∆V

Kq
(19)

where Vmin is the threshold voltage value, indicating the overload conditions. In addition,
Vol is the input signal of the local voltage controller which is responsible for controlling the
direct and quadrature components of the VSI output voltage. The outcomes demonstrate
the efficiency of the combined conventional droop-based CVR technique and load-shedding
strategy in lowering energy consumption under peak demand and overload circumstances.
The use of the CVR during overload and peak conditions leads to inertia synthesis and
enhanced frequency response, which are significant outcomes of the study. Inertia synthesis
and frequency support, however, are not directly specified as CVR goals in the suggested
strategy. Joint dynamics [93] and transient [94] studies of CVR-droop control are required
in autonomous MGs.

3.2.2. CVR Utilization through V-I Droop Controller

In the voltage–current (V-I) droop structure, the power-sharing process is simplified to
the current sharing [95–97]. In this light, the main performance of the V-I droop-based CVR
method in islanded MGs is determined by measuring the output current of each IIDG and
by computing the overall line impedance along the feeder. Thus, the droop coefficient (ZT)
which is the summation of the total line impedance, plays an essential role in implementing
the CVR. Based on the IIDG model, depicted in Figure 11, the ZT extraction process is
as follows:

ZT =
N

∑
i=1

Zn (20)
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However, the performance of this approach is questionable in a networked MG (with
meth topology) as it is prone to high circulating current among IIDGS. The V-I droop
structure restricts each IIDG’s output voltage by taking into account the IEEE standard,
which makes sure that the voltage at each node is above 0.9 pu of the nominal voltage [98].
This calculation determines the overall line impedance along the feeder. Consequently, the
V-I droop-based CVR’s mathematical relationship is as follows:

vT = 0.9 ∗ vn + Io ∗ ZT (21)

where vT, vn and Io are IIDG’s terminal voltage, nominal voltage, and the measured
feedback current, respectively. The proposed approach in (21) is then added to the local
controllers of the IIDG as the input signal of the outer loop voltage controller. Precisely,
based on the proposed approach, the relationships of the direct and quadrature inputs of
the local voltage controller are as follows:{

vod = vT
voq = 0

(22)

The enhanced dynamic response by the V-I droop-based CVR structure reveals quicker
recovery time in the event of a failure. Particularly, simulation results reveal a faster fault
clearness time as compared to other droop structure types, such as the adaptive droop
control scheme. However, the V-I droop-based CVR technique has a set of specific flaws.
For instance, the accurate active reactive power-sharing is not considered comprehensively,
since the input signal of the local voltage controller is limited to the MG configurations
and line impedances. Thus, there would be no accurate control of IIDG’s power allocation,
making accurate power-sharing hard to achieve. Moreover, the V-I droop is not a suitable
solution for implementing CVR in MGs with meshed topology, since an IIDG may encounter
different line impedances to a given load, and the line impedance computation isn’t precise.

3.2.3. CVR Utilization through the Current Droop Controller

Modified droop controllers are widely adopted in MGs to overcome the limitations of
the conventional droop and drawbacks, such as inaccurate reactive power-sharing [99–101].
The current droop-based controller is a modified droop structure that is proposed aiming
to implement CVR in an islanded MG [102]. The current droop controller’s main purpose
is to achieve a faster IIDG response to load demand variations. Therefore, multiple current-
based droop loops are in charge of power-sharing and the CVR process simultaneously
by utilizing the park transformation and extracting the Iod and Ioq from the inverter’s
output current feedback, as shown in Figure 12. Specifically, the Id − V droop loop controls
the CVR action, and meanwhile, Id − ω and the Iq − V droop loops are responsible for
active/reactive power-sharing among IIDGs. In addition, the CVR’s imposed voltage
reduction amount, which is set equal for all IIDGs, is obtained by adjusting the droop
coefficients as follows:

∆VDCVR = −nId1 Iod1 = . . . = −nIdi Iodi = . . . = −nIdn Iodn (23)

where nIdi is the related CVR droop gain of the ith IIDG. The V-I droop-based CVR method
achieved enhanced frequency response and inertia synthesis, just as other droop-based
CVR systems of this type. Additionally, the small-signal stability analysis simulation
findings demonstrate that the current droop-based CVR exhibits greater system damping
than traditional droop controllers, which improves the stability and reliability of the MG.
Like the other droop-based CVR techniques, an important outcome of the V-I droop-based
CVR approach is frequency support and inertia synthesis which is not pointed out in the
presented study. Detailed information on the different droop controllers alongside the
IIDGs’ local controllers can be found in [103] for interested readers.
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4. Quantifying CVR Impacts on Modern Grids

CVR applications in PE-based modern grids should be quantified to represent and
evaluate the CVR impacts on voltage, frequency, and demanded active/reactive power. In
addition, proposing a benchmark for comparing CVR impacts, enhances the system’s accu-
racy in selecting the target feeder to maximize voltage reduction amount and consequently
maximize the CVR benefits. Classifying the CVR quantification methods based on the CVR
application can intensely improve the evaluation methods in terms of finding the proper
method, tools, and equipment. Thereby, the overall perspective of the application-based
classification of CVR quantification techniques is depicted in Figure 13.
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4.1. Quantifying the CVR’s Long-Term Applications

CVR factor is commonly used to quantify the long-term CVR applications and can be
expressed for active/reactive power as follows [104]:

CVRf, P =
%∆P
%∆V

=
%
(

Ppost−Ppre
Pmean

)
× 100

%(Vpost − Vpre)/Vmean × 100
(24)

CVRf, Q =
%∆Q
%∆V

=
%
(

Qpost −
Qpre

Qmean

)
× 100

%(Vpost − Vpre)/Vmean × 100
(25)

where Vpost(Vpre), Ppost(Ppre), and Qpost(Qpre) are the measured values of voltage, active
and reactive powers, after (before) CVR adjustment, respectively. In addition, Vmean, Pmean,
and Qmean are the mean values of voltage, active, and reactive powers, respectively.

Several CVR-factor derivation techniques concentrate on steady-state time scales that
quantify the CVR’s long-term applications, such as energy saving. The following categories
apply to these techniques.

1. comparison-based methods;
2. regression-based methods;
3. model/synthesis-based methods;
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4. simulation-based methods;
5. data-driven-based methods.

4.1.1. Comparison-Based Methods

The basis of comparison-based approaches is quantifying the behavior of the grid in
CVR on/off states. In order to determine the CVR factor, operational data on a chosen target
feeder are extracted in both the absence and presence of the CVR [105,106]. Two separate
approaches—correlated feeder and correlated weather conditions—are used to establish
the CVR factor through comparison-based methodologies, as shown in Figure 14 [107].
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In the correlated feeder approach, the operation of two or more feeders is compared
in different conditions. Specifically, one feeder (commonly referred to as a treatment
feeder) is examined in a CVR-on circumstance, while another is evaluated in a CVR-
off situation (commonly known as a control feeder). In order to compare the treatment
and control feeders, multiple data sets including voltage-demanded power, and weather
information is extracted via observatory systems such as SCADA. Treatment and control
feeders should be correlated to each other in terms of the topology configurations, feeder
characteristics, loading conditions, power factor, and their locations (being adjacent to each
other). Finding the same feeders that are highly correlated to one another is therefore quite
difficult. To address this issue, feeders with the highest correlation rate (coefficient) are
found using correlation analysis, also known as the Pearson product–moment correlation
coefficient [108]. The Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient for sample variables
of X and Y is defined as follows:

corr =
cov(X, Y)
σXσY

=
E(XY)√

E
(

X2
)
− E(X)2

√
E
(

Y2
)
− E(Y)2

(26)

where cov, σX, σY and E are the covariance function, standard deviations of X, Y, and the
expected value operator, respectively. The value of corr ranges from −1 to +1, with −1 and
+1 both denoting a high correlation between X and Y. However, the coefficients of zero and
close to zero signify weak relationships.

On the other side, one feeder’s performance is compared in CVR-on and CVR-off
scenarios using the correlated weather approach. Specifically, after applying CVR to the
feeder (treatment feeder), the regular voltage was supplied to the feeder at a later time and
in the same weather (control feeder). As a result, the operation of a feeder is assessed under
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various circumstances, and the CVR factor is determined by comparing the measured data.
Specifically, the CVR factor is obtained to quantify the CVR impacts by comparing the
voltage and energy-saving amount in different scenarios. This is true for both the correlated
feeder and correlated weather approaches. Although the comparison-based approaches are
simple to apply, there are technical challenges that lead to inaccurate CVR quantification.
For instance, a significant issue that may disguise the CVR effect and therefore lead to
inaccurate CVR factor calculation is additional data noise, which is the ensuing impact of
the measuring equipment.

4.1.2. Regression-Based Methods

Regression-based techniques are based on the load modeling type and their impact on
the CVR effect [109]. In the regression-based approaches, loads are modeled and estimated
based on different criteria such as temperature, humidity, voltage, and solar intensity
through the regression process. Meanwhile, the CVR factor is calculated by comparing the
load model’s output data in the presence and absence of the CVR.

Linear regression can be employed to calculate the CVR factor, and its process happens
in multiple stages. At the first stage and by considering the load temperature as the only
load-dependent criteria, the load model parameters can be extracted as follows:

L(MW) = β01 + β1[Tfh1 − T] + β2[Tfc1 − T] + ε (27)

where L and T are the measured load data and ambient temperature in the CVR-off situation,
respectively. In addition, Tfh and Tfc are the referenced heating and cooling temperatures,
respectively. Further, β0, β1, and β2 are the regressor’s coefficients and ε represents the
error. The regressor’s coefficients are calculated and estimated using the least square
method as follows:

β̂ =
[
β̂0 β̂1 β̂2

]T
= (XTX)

−1
XTL (28)

X = [1Tfh1 − TTfc1 − T] (29)

Based on the estimated parameters of Equation (29), the load data (power consump-
tion) is calculated for the new temperature (T∗) as follows:

LCVR_off = β̂01 + β̂1[Tfh1 − T∗] + β̂2[Tfc1 − T∗] (30)

where L∗ is the load-measured data in absence of the CVR. On the other side, LCVR_on,
which represents the load data during the presence of the CVR, is directly calculated from
the feeder. Finally, the CVR factor can be calculated as follows:

CVRf =
%∆L
%∆V

(31)

%∆L =
LCVR_off − LCVR_on

LCVR_off
∗ 100 (32)

In the prior method, the load is represented as a temperature function using linear
regression. The linear regression can be illustrated by taking into account the voltage in
addition to the temperature as follows [110,111]:

L(MW) = α01 + α1T + α2V + ε (33)

where α1 and α2 are the load-to-temperature and load-to-voltage dependencies, respec-
tively. likewise, as in Equations (28)–(32), the CVR factor can be derived using the value of
α2. Regression is used to calculate the CVR factor at the California Public Utilities Commis-
sion, and the results indicate that multivariate regression can provide more accurate results
when additional criteria, such as the day of the week and the month, are taken into ac-
count in addition to temperature and voltage. Although linear regression-based techniques
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are more accurate than comparison-based approaches, the estimation errors during the
regression process still are a technical barrier that blurs the CVR effect and consequently
decreases its functionality. Another technical barrier is employing linear regression on
non-linear loads since the nature of these techniques and their characteristics are linear.
Machine learning-based regression techniques that are more exact and sophisticated are
therefore suggested in the literature.

4.1.3. Model/Synthesis-Based Methods

Synthesis-based methods estimate the CVR effect based on LTV behaviors [112–114]. The
LTV aggregation methods can be divided into a synthesis of load components (component-
based synthesis) and synthesis from customers (customer-based synthesis). In the component-
based techniques, the electric load appliances are modeled as a voltage function and the
total energy consumption is computed as follows:

ET(v) = ∑
i

Ei(v)Si (34)

where Ei(v) is the energy consumption of the customer’s appliance i at voltage v and Si is
the demand share coefficient that represents each appliance’s energy consumption level
of the total energy consumption. Thus, the CVR factor is determined by computing the
total energy consumption in two alternative scenarios (with/without CVR). In contrast,
consumers in customer-based synthesis are classified as either residential (R), commercial
(c), or industrial (I). This distinction is made since, compared to industrial loads, commercial
and residential customers have higher voltage dependencies, hence lowering voltage results
in higher levels of energy savings for them. Thus, by dividing customers into different
classes the CVR factor is calculated as follows:

CVRf = R ∗ CVRf,R + C ∗ CVRf,c + I ∗ CVRf,I (35)

where R (CVRf,R), C(CVRf,C), and I(CVRf,I) are the CVR factor coefficients representing the
load share (CVR factors) of the residential, commercial, and industrial customer classes,
respectively. The CVR effect can be quickly quantified before being applied to the chosen
feeders using synthesis-based methods. However, it is challenging to obtain accurate
load-sharing coefficients, data, and LTV responses for every electric appliance.

As an example of the model-based quantification method, a robust time-varying load
modeling strategy is indicated by [16] to address the intermittency of renewable generators,
which causes the load model parameters to change rapidly. The robust recursive least
squares approach is employed in the ZIP load model time-varying parameters and the
proposed framework is able to track the continuous and sudden changes in load parameters.
Additionally, there are no prerequisites for linear correlations between the load and its
impact parameters, which improves the effectiveness of CVR evaluation.

4.1.4. Simulation-Based Methods

In simulation-based methods, the load energy consumption is modeled and estimated
considering that CVR is not enabled. More specifically, based on the grid’s configuration
and power flow equations, loads are modeled as a function of the voltage, time, and
weather. In simulation-based approaches, the CVR factor is calculated by comparing
the differences between power flow calculations and the measured demanded energy
consumption, as shown in Figure 15. In the simulation process, the demand for the target
feeder is calculated using real-time power flow equations without considering the CVR
effect, and the demand for the experimental feeder is computed by considering the CVR
effect and through observatory systems such as SCADA.
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The major benefit of the simulation-based structure is its high accuracy and precision in
the case of employing detailed load models and grid configuration information. However,
a challenge to this approach is to select a proper load model (i.e., ZIP or open-/closed-loop
load models) in order to present an accurate model contributing to the CVR and energy-
saving effects. Moreover, building models for all existing load components may be hard to
achieve which makes the simulation process complex.

4.1.5. Data-Driven Based Methods (Long-Term Applications)

Data-driven quantification techniques—including machine learning- and deep learning-
based ones—are convenient approaches to evaluate the CVR impacts in complex PE-based
grid configurations. Data-driven techniques can be employed as a solution to the challenges
of classic methods, which can be listed as follows [115]:

1. Finding correlated feeders with similar load profiles to perform the CVR evaluation
needs high-precision techniques to prevent inaccurate CVR factor calculation. Specifi-
cally, finding correlated feeders where CVR is performed on a great number of feeders
is a critical issue that makes classic techniques inapplicable.

2. Estimating the load profile including the demanded active/reactive power while
having CVR disabled, is another important challenge that leads to inaccurate CVR
factor calculation via classic techniques.

3. Data anomalies are another vital issue of CVR quantification through classic tech-
niques. Precisely, applying the classic methods on real PE-based grids shows a
divergence from the results of using the original practical data.

As a result, utilizing machine learning- and deep learning-based models can be a
straightforward solution to quantify the CVR’s long-term applications. These techniques
produce more accurate and precise results which can also handle the non-linear and
complex interactions between the load models and their impact variables.

Machine Learning-Based Methods

Multiple machine learning-based methods using different supervised and unsuper-
vised models including support vector machines (SVMs), gradient boosting machines
(GBMs), and k-means are proposed in the literature to assess the CVR impacts [116]. These
techniques mainly focus on the similarity load and data profile issues in classic techniques.

SVMs are supervised machine learning models with related learning algorithms used
for classification and regression analysis [117–119]. An SVM generates a hyperplane or
group of hyper-planes in a high- or infinite-dimensional space that can be used for classifi-
cation, and regression. The SVM’s performance is based on setting a maximum margin for
a linear classifier and employing the “kernel trick” method to extend up a linear classifier
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to a non-linear classifier (see Figure 16). Thereby, using SVMs can efficiently quantify the
CVR impacts dealing with non-linear and complex structures of PE-based grids.
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SVM-based regression approaches are used in the literature to evaluate the CVR by
estimating the load profiles and consequently calculating the CVR factor [120–122]. These
techniques transfer the input data to a higher dimensional feature space, which identifies a
non-linear map from the input space to the output space. Specifically, the load profile is
estimated while CVR is disabled using the multi-stage SVM (MSVM). Thereby, as shown
in Figure 17, a three-stage SVM-based quantification approach can be proposed in which
the first stage is responsible for selecting similar load profiles by calculating the demanded
active power with and without the CVR impact. Specifically, pre- and post-CVR data
are acquired in the first stage to determine the Euclidian distance index and then a series
of load profiles are chosen using the driven index. In the second stage, selected profiles
are used to train the SVR model and then test results are employed to estimate the load
profiles while having CVR off. To assess the proper performance of the proposed model,
the MSVM is compared with multi-linear regression using a practical dataset of historic
load information. Thereby, mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is employed as follows
to calculate the test error:

MAPE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣PA,i − Pf,i

PA,i

∣∣∣∣∣ (36)

where n is the total number of test days. Further PA,i and Pf,i are the actual and estimated
demanded active power, respectively. Finally, the target MSVM model with a result test
error of less than 0.8 percent is used to calculate the CVR factor and subsequently quantify
the CVR impacts.

The GBM technique is another machine learning model employed to evaluate the CVR
long-term applications by estimating the load profile and creating a CVR baseline [123].
Note that the CVR baseline is the load profile while the CVR is disabled. Likewise, SVM-
based method, the basic methodology is focused on similarity-based techniques. However,
the chosen load profile is selected as the load power and temperature, making the presented
approach more accurate. Then, a bidirectional GBM is employed which significantly
increases the system’s accuracy in creating a CVR baseline. Specifically, the proposed
algorithm is applied to the grid through two main stages. In the first stage, similar load
profiles are selected based on the pre and post-CVR data from the historic data in target
test days. In the second stage and based on the collected data, the iterative bidirectional
backward and forward GBMs are trained. In each iteration, two generated CVR baselines
are compared and reconciled. Thereby, the input for the following iteration is limited to the
first and last points on the reconciled baseline. The iteration repeats until all CVR baseline
points are generated. Finally, the CVR factor is driven using the estimated baselines.

Further, the k-means method as another machine learning-based model is employed
to evaluate the CVR impacts [124]. Unlike the previous methods, the k-means is an unsu-
pervised algorithm that set multiple clusters based on the similarity in cluster specifications
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(see Figure 18) [125]. The presented approach is also focused on finding similar and corre-
lated feeders. The suggested approach is used as a means of quantifying the CVR in a grid
where the CVR is applied to numerous feeders.
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The k-mans-based quantification technique is utilized through two stages. In the first
stage, to reduce the complexity of managing the operating schedules, random feeders are
chosen from a large number of feeders. Therefore, random sampling is driven to choose
the smallest number of feeders as follows:

n =
Z2CV2

RE2 (37)

where n is the sample size, z is the normal standard z-score corresponding to the desired
confidence level, RE is the desired relative error, and CV is the coefficient of variation.
Then, in the second stage, the k-mean is applied to cluster the total feeders based on the
similarities in location and connected load profiles. Finally, the CVR factor calculation is
applied to target clusters to quantify the CVR impacts. The simulation results indicate
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that employing an unsupervised k-means model for clustering the feeders significantly
reduces the complexity of CVR factor calculation which also increases the accuracy of the
final results.

Deep Learning-Based Methods

Machine learning-based quantification methods which commonly perform as similarity-
based techniques are straightforward to implement. However, their accuracy needs more
investigation since the similarity metrics (e.g., weather, load types, or feeder locations) are
defined by the operator, which makes the method accuracy dependent on the mentioned
metrics. In this light, deep learning-based approaches using deep neural networks (DNNs)
are proposed in the literature that are mainly generative-based techniques [126]. Specifically,
these methods focus on restoring and generating the load behavior without the CVR impact
after/while the CVR is applied to the feeders.

The author in [127] proposed a generative adversarial net (GAN) based Load profile
inpainting network that can be used as a CVR baseline producer. As shown in Figure 19,
the proposed GAN network consists of a fully connected layer generator and discriminator
networks. The inputs of the generator network are masked load and temperature profiles
which are used to generate the G(z). Therefore, the generator which is a deep convolutional
network tries to fool the discriminator by creating fake data of G(z). On the other side, the
discriminator which is constructed by a gated convolutional network is responsible for
distinguishing G(z) from the real data of x by assigning greater probabilities to x. Finally,
the trained GAN is capable of generating the original load profile without the CVR impact.
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To assess its performance on the CVR load generation during the CVR off situations
the problem formulation is utilized as follows:

CVRi
net = CVRi

raw + bias (38)

where CVRi
net and CVRi

raw are the average normalized load reduction amount of the ith

CVR event with and without considering the bias load, respectively. Further bias is the
criteria for showing whether the model has a consistent difference between the actual and
the generated data. Precisely, the bias is aimed to be forecasted according to the outputs of
the trained GAN network. Finally, the CVR factor is calculated as follows:

CVRf =
1

NCVR

NCVR

∑
i=1

CVRi
net

∆Vi
(39)

where NCVR is the total number of CVR events and ∆Vi is the voltage reduction amount
in the ith CVR event. The proposed DNN-based model is tested on a real feeder in North
Carolina, USA. For each feeder, the non-CVR test days are used to train the GAN network
and finally the trained model is used to test the load estimation while applying CVR.
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The practical result shows accurate CVR quantification with a minimum error rate in
comparison with utilizing the actual data to calculate the CVR factor.

4.2. Quantifying the CVR’s Short-Term Applications

As transients/dynamic stability in modern grids is improved through short-term
applications of the CVR (i.e., inertia synthesis and frequency support), quantifying CVR
impacts during mentioned time scales is not possible by using traditional quantification
techniques with the high penetration of IIDGs. Critical issues and challenges of applying
conventional techniques for evaluating CVR short-term applications are listed as follows:

1. A critical issue is with the natural fluctuations of the inverter-interfaced suppliers’
impact in PE-based grids on voltage profile, which distorts the CVR effects. The
fast response of the PE-based suppliers and consumers (i.e., IIDGs, and SLs) needs
real-time quantification methods. However, the traditional quantification methods
are unable to track the CVR impact continuously and in real-time.

2. Further, since all of the traditional quantification techniques outlined in the preceding
sections are focused on steady states, they are unable to quantify and follow the effect
of CVR on transients and dynamics. Alternative techniques are therefore required to
fully quantify and assess the CVR across all time scales.

3. Moreover, distinguishing between the load’s change behavior and the data noise
during the transients and dynamics becomes bold. In light of this, a suitable noise
reduction methodology, not covered by the other methods, is urgently required for
estimating CVR in modern PE-based grids.

Thereby, alternative quantification methods are proposed aiming to address the afore-
mentioned difficulties and problems.

4.2.1. Perturbation-Based Techniques

Perturbation-based approaches are online CVR evaluation frameworks that measure
CVR-related load and voltage data in real time to evaluate CVR effects [128–132]. Thus,
for quantifying the needed data in a continuous manner, proactive voltage perturbation
schemes are employed. The perturbation induces the CVR effect; meanwhile, the CVR factor
is continuously calculated through experimental data. Note that various perturbation-based
quantification approaches utilize various perturbation signals, noise reduction strategies,
and CVR quantification indices. Table 3 displays a comparison of various perturbation-
based architectures.

Table 3. Methodology of the different perturbation-based quantification techniques.

Method Perturbation
Signal Shape Noise Reduction Method CVR Quantification Index

Step perturbance method [129,131]
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In the proposed DNN-based quantification technique the model is trained through 
the Levenberg–Marquardt training method which considers day, hour, and whether in-
formation as the load profile inputs. The proposed model predicts load savings and cre-
ates a CVR baseline. Unlike the similarity-based techniques, the DNN acts as a generative-
based scheme to estimate the output load saving. Thereby, the method accuracy is highly 
increased, making the proposed model a precise quantification technique. In this scheme, 
the dynamic load behavior can be tracked by the proposed technique which makes the 
model capable of evaluating the short-term applications of the CVR. The practical result 
on multiple substations in Washington EMC utility shows high accuracy with 0.22% error 
in tracking and generating the load during the dynamics change load behavior by the 
CVR. 

Robust local regression CVR factor

Ramp perturbance method [128]
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increased, making the proposed model a precise quantification technique. In this scheme, 
the dynamic load behavior can be tracked by the proposed technique which makes the 
model capable of evaluating the short-term applications of the CVR. The practical result 
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Step and Ramp Perturbance-Based Techniques

The studies in [129,131] present step perturbance-based techniques in which the step
voltage signal is injected into the control system via a clamp-on voltage injection device
to induce the CVR impact. In the first stage, a small (0.5% to 1%) voltage is added to the
target feeder voltage where the CVR is applied. Thereby, the corresponding change in
power is measured to calculate the CVR factor. The clamp-on device has a single-turn
transformer and a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR)-based PE circuit to control the injected
voltage. The primary side is connected in series with the distribution power plant and the
secondary is connected to the voltage source. The SCR-based circuit injects the voltage
in buck mode that induces the CVR by the negative voltage injection. Further, in ramp
perturbation-based quantification techniques the CVR is induced by a ramp signal, in
which the basic methodology of evaluating the CVR impact is by calculating the CVR
factor [128]. Both step- and ramp-based techniques employ the noise reduction method to
remove the local noise which is produced by multiple pieces of equipment on the target
feeder where CVR is utilized. The step-based method tends to reduce the local noise by
using a robust regression method. Further, the ramp-based technique uses custom noise
reduction which is utilized based on formulating the standard load power variation to
the CVR. However, there are technical barriers to the step and ramp perturbance-based
techniques that make the proposed methods incarcerate and vulnerable to the system
configuration on quantifying the short-term applications. These barriers can be listed
as follows:

1. The proposed noise reduction approaches are unstable which makes the CVR factor
underestimated or overestimated in heavy noise situations.

2. The present method focuses on only CVR factor calculation which is commonly used
for steady-sate operations. This can pose a barrier to the accuracy of the proposed
techniques.

In order to overcome the mentioned issue and enhance perturbation-based strategies
for measuring the CVR during dynamics, an improved online CVR assessment method is
provided in [130,132].

Micro Perturbance-Based Techniques

The accurate real-time CVR quantification for assessing the CVR impact on dynamic
responses is through the micro perturbation-based method (MPM) which is realized by
using smart transformers (STs). Since load sensitivity identification is a critical challenge in
online CVR assessment methodologies, minor load power fluctuations caused by voltage
and frequency variations should be precisely monitored to aid in CVR measurement. The
use of STs is a frequent approach in MPM for achieving precise load sensitivity identification.
STs are a type of solid-state transformer that can regulate the voltage and frequency on both
the LV and MV sides separately [133–138]. To avoid overload conditions, STs can provide
additional grid services such as voltage regulation and equalization. Figure 20 depicts a
sample control structure of an ST. The DC/DC converter in this structure is in charge of
converting voltage from low voltage (LV) to medium voltage (MV), as well as managing the
DC link voltage, which keeps the input and output active powers balanced. The referenced
active power is constrained by the ST rating between Pmax and Pmin which are determined
by the ST rating. The LV converter is controlled through voltage and current control loops
for keeping the voltage and frequency constant under any loading conditions. In addition,
the MV side’s converter controls reactive power injection on the MV side. Although ST
normally functions with a constant power factor by setting the referenced reactive power
(Q*) to zero, in the event of voltage support, it can generate reactive power.
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Note that the reactive power reference in an inverter-based MG can be set by the Q/V
droop controller. The referenced LV side’s voltage magnitude is determined by the load
identification block, which is also in charge of using the STs to identify any changes in the
load. Precisely, the micro perturbation is applied to the voltage or frequency through the
identification block, and meanwhile, active/reactive power consumption is measured to
calculate the voltage/frequency load sensitivity coefficients as follows:

Np =
∆P/P0

∆V/V0
(40)

Nq =
∆Q/Q0
∆V/v0

(41)

where P0, Q0, and V0 are the active and reactive powers and RMS voltages, respectively.
In addition, ∆P, ∆Q, and ∆v are the active and reactive power variations during the
perturbation, respectively.

Based on the MPM analysis, the provided structure extracts the CVR-related load
and voltage data. The pseudo-random-binary-sequence (PRBS), which serves as a micro-
perturbation signal, continually excites the CVR process in order to continuously quantify
the CVR effect. Additionally, the LTV’s transfer function and the CVR factor are both
used to measure the impact of the CVR on both the dynamic and steady states. The
cross-correlation identification approach is also used to address various CVR application
requirements, which has significantly increased the ability of noise reduction when com-
pared to the other perturbation-based techniques. Furthermore, hardware-in-the-loop
(HIL), where the dynamic process of the CVR effect is thoroughly evaluated, is used to
quantify the effectiveness of the CVR. In comparison to other perturbation-based proce-
dures, MPM is the most accurate quantification method, since it can continuously quantify
the CVR effect throughout any timescale, including transients and dynamics. However,
the requirement for cutting-edge electrical equipment and control systems, makes their
structure complicated and expensive, which poses a barrier to these procedures.

4.2.2. Data-Driven Based Techniques (Short-Term Applications)

Data-driven methods in quantifying the short-term CVR applications are focused on
DNN-based algorithms that show high accuracy in evaluating the CVR impacts [139,140].
In light of this, a DNN model with a backpropagation training algorithm is proposed
in [139] to analyze the behavior of the CVR and its effects on the target feeder. As shown
in Figure 21, in a backpropagation-based DNN algorithm the DNN forwards the received
inputs and associates them with weights and biases to produce the output. Then, in
an iterative scheme, the DNN is trained with a supervised learning approach, in which
the difference between the system’s output and a known predicted output as an error is
supplied to the training algorithm. Thereby, the weights are updated to minimize the
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global error driven in each iteration according to the updated weights in a forward and
backward algorithm.
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In the proposed DNN-based quantification technique the model is trained through
the Levenberg–Marquardt training method which considers day, hour, and whether infor-
mation as the load profile inputs. The proposed model predicts load savings and creates a
CVR baseline. Unlike the similarity-based techniques, the DNN acts as a generative-based
scheme to estimate the output load saving. Thereby, the method accuracy is highly in-
creased, making the proposed model a precise quantification technique. In this scheme,
the dynamic load behavior can be tracked by the proposed technique which makes the
model capable of evaluating the short-term applications of the CVR. The practical result on
multiple substations in Washington EMC utility shows high accuracy with 0.22% error in
tracking and generating the load during the dynamics change load behavior by the CVR.

Further, another DNN-based technique with a similar approach is also presented
in [140] which is utilized for both CVR and power loss studies. The DNN model inputs are
active and reactive powers and also the voltage in the target feeder where CVR is applied.
The input data for training the DNN are gathered via the measurement equipment on
substations. The DNN output is the simulated active power that can be compared to the
real value to quantify the CVR impacts. The simulation results on the IEEE 13-bus and
34-bus systems show the high accuracy of the presented model to evaluate the CVR.

5. Future Trends

Based on the review presented in this work on the CVR applications, implementation
methods, and quantification approaches in PE-based modern grids, the future trends to fill
the existing gaps and research directions are briefly summarized as follows, see Figure 22.

5.1. Future Trends on CVR Applications

As the CVR utilization in PE-based grids covers various applications, by filling the
existing gaps in the future trend, CVR can ultimately improve the stability and economic
efficiency of modern grids. Thereby, the future trend in this part can be divided as follows:

Inertia synthesis and frequency support via CVR: The most crucial aspects of the
CVR applications are inertia synthesis and dynamics frequency support in PE-based power
systems, particularly in grids with a high penetration of IIDGs. Despite the effort on
this issue (e.g., using SLs), more investigation is required to analyze the impact of CVR
on grid inertia for improving dynamic stability and providing frequency support. For
instance, droop-based CVR methodologies only focused on peak-demand reduction and
energy-saving, and dynamic performance analysis has not elaborated on.

The economic aspect of the CVR: Economic issues with power systems are a critical
concern as a result of the energy crisis, and they are becoming more challenging in modern
power systems with the presence of RESs. Only a few works have examined the economic
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benefits of CVR in modern grids, even though it can be a solution from an economic point
of view. Therefore, additional analyses are required to fully examine and utilize the CVR
as an effective solution. Notably, the CVR impacts on economic-related subjects, such
as electricity marketing, need to be considered. For instance, to achieve CVR, the smart
inverters in grid-connected MGs provide a portion of their capacity to absorb reactive
power. Therefore, additional research is needed to determine the market pricing of this
service to encourage stakeholders to take part in the program.
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5.2. Future Trends on CVR Implementation

Although different advanced equipment is employed to implement the CVR in PE-
based grids, there are technical barriers that need further assessment to improve the CVR
performance. Hence, the future trend of the CVR implementation methods can be discussed
as follows:

Power-sharing: Power-sharing is a technical obstacle to implementing the CVR, par-
ticularly with droop-based techniques, that requires further research. The proposed droop-
based CVR approaches lack a sufficient power allocation strategy, which affects both the
local controllers (i.e., local current and voltage controllers of an IIDG) and CVR’s function-
ality. For instance, the V-I droop-based approach for reactive power-sharing is affected by
grid impedance, which makes the power sharing inaccurate and even unstable. As a result,
it is challenging to ensure accurate controllability of MSs in power and reactive power
sharing when CVR affects the voltage profile in MGs.

Grid’s topology: Another crucial aspect to take into account while implementing the
CVR in modern power systems is the grid’s topology. The parallel topology of IIDGs is
the primary focus of almost all CVR implementation strategies, particularly droop-based
methods. However, using the CVR on a meshed topology poses a serious problem because
it makes power-sharing more difficult and vulnerable to the grid’s impedance (particularly,
the X/R ratio). In light of this, the implementation of the CVR in MGs with meshed
topology can be a significant study field.

MG operation mode: A crucial aspect of MGs that put them at the center of attention
is their isolated operation. Therefore, a key feature of MGs is the transition from the
islanded to the grid-connected mode, where various control mechanisms are used. To
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prevent technical problems, it is necessary to consider the CVR effect on the MG transition
scenario, from connected to isolated mode and vice versa. Therefore, utilizing the CVR
while an MG is in transition mode is an open study topic.

CVR and AI: The ability of data-driven approaches to handle complicated and non-
linear systems has led to their increasing use in recent years. These methods include
machine learning, deep learning, and in general artificial intelligence (AI) methodolo-
gies [141–144]. As a result, using AI-based strategies to implement the CVR in modern
power systems of any topology can be a cutting-edge study topic that can overcome the
constraints and problems in the current implementing methodologies. Despite the fact
that a small number of studies on the machine learning-based control of smart inverters
have been undertaken, there is a lack of thorough studies on the application of AI-based
implementation approaches in the literature. For instance, deep reinforcement learning
(DRL), which is becoming popular to control high-dimensional complex systems with
unknown models, can be used to implement CVR [85,145–147]. In light of this, utilizing
AI-based and data-driven methodologies can be a drilling and broad research area for
subsequent works and studies on implementing the CVR.

5.3. Future Trends on CVR Quantification

CVR quantification is a vital part of the CVR and hence, multiple advanced methods—
including data-driven-based ones—are employed to accurately evaluate the CVR impacts
on PE-based grids. However, there are still existing gaps that can be further assessed as
new research areas and can be discussed as follows:

CVR short-term applications and AI: The simulation and experimental test results
of quantifying the CVR through data-driven approaches show high accuracy and preci-
sion. On the other side, the short-term applications of the CVR on PE-based grids are
growing quickly. In this light, a few research are conducted on using DNN-based tech-
niques to quantify short-term applications. However, there is still a lack of research on
employing AI-based techniques, including both machine learning- and deep learning-based
approaches in a generative-based manner, to handle complicated and nonlinear systems
configurations. These techniques can be a new research area in short- and long-term CVR
application quantifications.

In general, CVR in modern grids and with the high penetration of RESs and IIDGs is
an established and cost-effective idea that provides this opportunity to conduct various
future works on both implementing and quantifying the CVR and improving the recently
proposed techniques to fill the existing gaps.

6. Conclusions

CVR applications, implementation techniques, and quantification methodologies
in PE-based modern grids were reviewed and classified in this paper. Since a variety
of CVR applications are employed in modern grids, CVR applications are categorized
based on the different time scales aiming to employ the appropriate implementation and
quantification techniques. Notably, inertia synthesis and dynamics frequency support as
the short-time scales applications are the two most crucial and new aspects of CVR in
PE-based grids. Therefore, the first goal of CVR is to prevent frequency fluctuations while
lowering energy consumption.

The growing penetration of RESs has increased the demand for precise and appropriate
CVR implementation methods, which cannot be provided by traditional methods used
in conventional power systems. CVR implementation techniques in modern grids are
categorized based on the grid configuration and topology considering the CVR target
application. CVR in large-scale PE-based grids is utilized through smart inverters and SLs
considering the connected load scale to the grid. Further, the common CVR employment in
islanded PE-based MGs is to implement the CVR through droop-based controllers which
are a critical part of the local controllers in autonomous MGs.
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Further, to realize the maximized positive impact of CVR on modern grids, it is crucial
to evaluate the CVR applications by quantifying their effects. To assess both the short-
and long-term applications of CVR, multiple quantification techniques are classified based
on what the CVR application is. The majority of quantification methodologies, however,
concentrated on the steady state, but evaluating the CVR during dynamics is a crucial
issue. This makes it possible to quantify and assess the effects of CVR continuously and
dynamically using data-driven-based methods and online perturbation-based techniques
based on STs and including noise reduction techniques. By conducting a comprehensive
review on CVR in PE-based grids, it was found that there are still great research gaps that
provide multiple new research areas. Especially, the implementation of CVR in modern
power grids with any topology and structure could be feasible using AI-based techniques,
such as machine learning and deep (reinforcement) learning approaches. The AI-based
solutions can ultimately improve CVR functionality and reduce existing gaps in CVR’s
future trends.
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Abbreviations

AI Artificial Intelligence
AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure
ANSI American National Standards Institute
BESS Battery Energy Storage System
CVR Conservation Voltage Reduction
DER Distributed Energy Resource
DRL Deep reinforcement learning
ES Electrical Spring
GAN generative adversarial net
GBM gradient boosting machine
HIL Hardware in Loop
IIDG Inverter-interfaced Distributed Generation
LV Low Voltage
LVS Load Voltage Sensitivity
MG Microgrid
MPM Micro-perturbation Method
MV Medium Voltage
NC Non-Critical
OLTC On-load Tap Changer
NMG Networked Microgrid
PE Power Electronics
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable Energy Source
RoCoF Rate of Change of Frequency
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SL Smart Load
SLBC Smart Load with B2B Converter
SLES Smart Load with Electrical Spring
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SLQ Smart Load with Reactive Compensation
SoC State of Charge
ST Smart Transformer
SVM support vector machine
VSI Voltage Source Inverter
VVC Volt/VAr Control
VVO Volt/VAr Optimization
WT Wind Turbines
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